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Abstract: This paper proposes a goal programming approach for solving agreement problems in grid
computing environments, particularly virtual organisations. This approach involves an agreement
function that chooses an agreement value from among a set of candidate values. The function is
constructed so as to narrow the gap between the final selected agreement value and each candidate
value. The proposed approach is evaluated with regard to its ability to satisfy the VO participants
which is represented as a group consensus deviation. The purpose of evaluation is to measure its
performance and to compare the results with related systems. We conclude that the new agreement
function outperforms other existing systems and achieves the lowest deviation.
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INTRODUCTION

In collaborative environments such as grid computing (Yang, 2011), consensus may need to be reached
in response to specific problem requirements. Consensus is a process whereby a group of objects agree on a
value after one or more of the objects have recommended a certain value (Chandra, 1996; Coulouris, 2005).
These objects can be users, processes, organisations, and so on. Solving the consensus problem is critical to
solving many other problems in distributed computing (Aguilera, 1998; Fishcher, 1985; Mostefaoui, 2000), and
especially in grid environments. A grid is distinguished by its ability to create virtual organisations (VO) that
group together different participant organisations which have common goals (Karaoglanoglou, 2011; Foster,
2001). The participants may need to assign a coordinator as a specific problem requirement. Under such
circumstances, they would need to agree on which participant should be selected as the coordinator. In
addition, for different evaluation purposes, participants need to agree upon set of evaluation standards as a
reference for a specific evaluation process such as policy evaluation (Aziz, 2010).

To reach a consensus among distributed objects, every object first proposes a single value as a candidate
value (Coulouris, 2005). The objects then communicate with one another by exchanging candidate values which
is called multicasting of candidate values. Each object then waits until it has collected all of the candidate
values and evaluates an agreement function that returns a final agreement value. Every object receives the same
set of candidate values and evaluates the same agreement function on the basis of those values. Therefore, they
must all agree, e.g., if every process proposes the same candidate value, then they should all decide on this
value. The following conditions are required for consensus and should hold for every execution of a process:

Agreement: this means that the final agreement value for all objects is the same.
Integrity: if all objects propose same value, then all objects have chosen that value. 
Termination: eventually, each object sets its final agreement value.

During a consensus process, termination must be guaranteed by multicast operation. Agreement and
integrity must be guaranteed by the definition of the agreement function. Therefore, we can deduce that the
efficiency and correctness of the consensus process largely depends on the agreement function. 

To perform a consensus process in VO environment, the objects are participants proposing candidate
values. Each participant proposes a single candidate value where selecting that value to be the final agreement
value is a goal for that participant. Therefore, selecting a final agreement value that best satisfies participants
goals thought an agreement function during consensus is a challenge in VO environment.
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The challenge to reach consensus in VO environment is to find an agreement function that able to identify
the final agreement value that best fits the desired candidate values and satisfies the VO participants. AVO
is a dynamic set of individuals and/or participant organizations. The number and type of participants, the
resources being shared, and the duration, are participant attributes that vary in any VO (Berman, 2003). Due
to the diversity of the participant organisations in VO, the candidate values related to a specific agreement
problem may be substantially variable and divergent. This creates an immense challenge for finding a value
that best fits the desired candidate values and satisfies the VO participant. 

Therefore, the problem encapsulated in one question:  how to find an agreement value that best fits set
of divergent candidate values and satisfies the VO participants?

Yet, to our knowledge, there is no agreement function to supports consensus in distributed and
collaborative environments that considers participant satisfaction by considering their goals about their candidate
values, especially in the context of VOs.

2. Related Work:
Several approaches contribute to the agreement problem among distributed objects in the context of an

agreement function. Coulouris recommends using the majority function for a group of processes in order to
agree upon one value (Coulouris, 2005). The majority function returns the value that occurs most often among
its arguments, or a special value if no majority exists. According to Coulouris, if the values are ordered, then
the minimum or maximum functions can be used. Another agreement function based on the average operator
(AO) can also be used. The approach is similar to that recommended by Yager (1988) and may be used to
aggregate related candidate values into a final agreement value by means of the AO. Another method that can
be used to select a final agreement value among set of candidate values is the simple additive weight (SAW)
method (Hwang, 1981) which is the most widely used Multiple Attribute Decision Making method (Chang,
2001; Schniederjans, 2004). A final agreement value using SAW can be determined from among a set of
candidate values by multiplying each candidate value by the relative weights as assigned by their owners.

However, satisfying participant goals is an objective. This can be achieved by selecting a final agreement
value that that best fits or most closely satisfies the candidate values. The less distance or gap between the
final agreement value and each candidate value, the more satisfied the participants. However, the concept of
minimising the gap between candidate values and the final selected agreement value is not considered in these
approaches. We would argue that this concept is related to the satisfaction of VO participants and is an
important requirement that should be considered. In light of that, we propose a new agreement function based
on linear goal programming (GP) which can identify a final agreement value with minimum gap to each
candidate values.

3. The Proposed Approach:
Let PA={pa1,pa2,..,pan}(n>=2) be a set of VO participants. Let W={w1,w2,..,wn} be the participant weights,

where                           i=1…n  and  wi  denotes  the  importance  degree  of  participant  pai . Let
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V={v1,v2,..,vn } be a set of candidate values that are related to a specific consensus problem. Suppose the final
agreement value among a set of n candidate values v1,v2,..,vn is F, and F is an unknown variable where F $
0. The problem addressed in this paper is to find F that best fits or most closely satisfies the desired set of
candidate values v1,v2,..,vn. We refer to the problem in this paper as the agreement problem and we solve it
using an agreement function. The candidate values v1,v2,..,vn need to be evaluated by the agreement function
to derive a final agreement value. We propose an agreement function based on a GP approach to find a final
agreement value among candidate values. 

According to Schniederjans and others (Schniederjans, 2004), the following GP formulation steps are
necessary:

Define the Decision Variables: 
The problem decision variable is the final agreement value F, which is the intended output of our system.

Formulate the Goal Constraints: 
Our model seeks to solve for a solution that satisfies participant goals, which serve as the model goal

constraints. The objective of each participant is for its candidate value to be selected as the final agreement
value, i.e., the objective of participant pai will be F = vi. Therefore, the basic form of our model goal
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constraints is, for the i-th participant: 

 i i iF d d v   

where d+ and d- denote the deviational overachievement variable and deviational underachievement variable,
respectively.

Formulate the Objective Function: 
The objective function represents the main objective for our model. We wish to obtain a final agreement

value with a minimum gap between it and each candidate value. The gap is represented by the
overachievement and underachievement of objectives. Therefore, the objective function will be:

1 1 2 2min ... n nd d d d d d          

Determine the Priorities of the Problem Objectives: 
All model objectives can be prioritised based on each owner’s weight. However, the priorities of

participant objectives can be represented as a weight coefficient for each objective deviational overachievement
and underachievement variable, as follows: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2min ... n n n nw d w d w d w d w d w d          

State the Non-negativity and Associated Requirements: 
The value of the final decision variable and deviation variables should not be negative, so we need to

formulate these conditions:

1,.., ; , , 0i ii n F d d  

The complete formulation of this problem/model is presented in table 1.

Table 1: Agreement function model

Minimize 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 ... n n n nX w d w d w d w d w d w d           

Subject to 1 1 1F d d v   

            2 2 2F d d v   

             :       :        :         :

   n n nF d d v   
And  

  , , 0n nF d d  

4. Evaluation:
The outputs of the proposed GP agreement function need to be measured, analysed, and compared with

other agreement functions in terms of its ability minimise the distance between the final agreement value and
candidate values. The distance between the final agreement value and the candidate values is called here group
consensus deviation (GCD) and represent the extend to which the VO participant goals are satisfied. The lower
the GCD, the better the group consensus will be. GCD can be calculated by:

GCD =  
1

| |
n

i
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Where vi is the candidate value of participant i.  F  is the final agreement value that results from an
agreement process. n is the number of participants 

In order to evaluate the system performance and to measure its ability to minimise GCD around the final
agreement value, we develop a system that uses four different agreement functions namely AO, SAW, majority,
and GP to select the final agreement value among a set of candidate values. The system manages different
input candidate values in terms of number, range, and divergence. Each function will process these values to
select a final agreement value. The system can calculate the GCD for each agreement function using the
relative final agreement value and the input candidate values. The system uses the lp_solve solver software
(Karlof, 2005) to solve the agreement problem based on GP agreement function. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of the proposed agreement function is to minimise group consensus deviation. We evaluate
the proposed agreement function and its ability to minimise GCD as compared with related systems. The
developed system manages different input candidate values in terms of number, range, and divergence which
are main parameters that substantially influence the agreement process. Several different scenarios can be
defined by combining these test parameters.

i) Number of Participants:
Each participant proposes candidate value. Thus, the number of candidate values can be represented by

the number of participant. Achieving lower GCD may become more challenging with increasing numbers of
participants. The ability of handling different numbers of participants was a desired and measurable output goal.
We included different numbers of participants in this experimental test. All parameters were selected based
on the potential VO sizes and the potential number of participants for each VO size, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Potential VO sizes and participant structures
VO Size Potential Users in VO Potential VO structure

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Participant organisations Users in each organisation

Medium Hundreds of users 25 x 25
Large Thousands of users 50 x 50
Very  large Tens of thousands of users 100 x 100

ii) Range of Candidate Values:
The range of candidate values is the maximum and the minimum value which depends on the nature of

the agreement problem. For example, if the participants need to agree on what constitutes a “small” digital
media storage capacity, the range of the values may be between 50 GB and 100 GB. We used two different
ranges of proposed values in this experiment, namely 0-100 and 0-200. We found that these values significantly
impacted the agreement function. Our use of bigger ranges confirms that the system can adapt to different
ranges.

iii) Divergence of Candidate Values:
The divergence of candidate values is the total deviation of these values from their average. The diversity

of VO participants and the variety of expertise can lead to substantial differences of candidate values. The
greater the divergence of relevant candidate values, the more difficult it becomes for the system to reach a
lower deviation. Accordingly, we used different levels of divergence for our performance tests. Since
divergence cannot be calculated prior to obtaining the candidate values, we chose to run our test with different
values and calculate the divergences of these values. We selected three sets of values with different divergence
values: small, big and bigger. Therefore, the divergence levels that are used in our test system are similar,
different, and substantially different.

We ran this test with several different scenarios and compared our agreement function with the majority,
SAW and AO approaches. As previously discussed, AO can itself be used as an agreement function. Therefore,
the averaging operator θ is used to aggregate participant proposals into a final agreement value:

  1 2
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On the other hand, under the SAW method, the final agreement value among the set of candidate values
should be expressed as 

 
1
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n
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18 scenarios were used in this test by combining the three available parameters, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Test scenarios used to evaluate our agreement functions
Scenario number Number of Participants Range Divergence
1 25 Small Similar
2 25 Small Different
3 25 Small Substantially  Different
4 25 Large Similar
5 25 Large Different
6 25 Large Substantially  Different
7 50 Small Similar
8 50 Small Different
9 50 Small Substantially  Different
10 50 Large Similar
11 50 Large Different
12 50 Large Substantially  Different
13 100 Small Similar
14 100 Small Different
15 100 Small Substantially  Different
16 100 Large Similar
17 100 Large Different
18 100 Large Substantially  Different

The GCD was measured for all scenarios in order to evaluate the overall performance. The results of our
proposed agreement function and of related functions for all scenarios are summarised in Table 4. 

Table 4: Test results.
Scenario AO SAW Majority GP
1 714.238 712.749 673.859 644.218
2 750.719 744.461 806.831 658.171
3 778.189 767.647 1396.023 658.261
4 1256.026 1230.298 1109.252 1094.902
5 1284.916 1243.326 1205.183 1083.976
6 1590.947 1586.165 1474.046 1331.477
7 1262.404 1265.318 1197.716 1133.933
8 1341.811 1329.992 1203.435 1178.702
9 1509.370 1498.365 1605.210 1408.211
10 2627.446 2604.868 2589.766 2376.054
11 2706.066 2647.791 2720.825 2503.217
12 2813.037 2830.207 2599.999 2505.975
13 2455.831 2439.053 2361.281 2324.283
14 2535.121 2523.723 2747.987 2367.824
15 2798.542 2780.571 2717.327 2596.266
16 5061.697 4999.976 5492.829 4755.304
17 5211.432 5195.860 5931.396 4945.086
18 5780.682 5768.302 7004.166 5436.966
Average 2359.915 2342.704 2490.952 2166.824

The results showed that the GP method outperformed other existing methods in the degree of GCD. It
achieves the lowest deviation degree among the related methods for all scenarios.  The GCD for our proposed
system is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The four agreement functions handled the same set of values in each scenario, but they selected an
agreement value without considering its deviation or distance from each candidate value. Reducing the
difference between the final agreement value and the other candidate values was not considered in these
methods. Instead, they selected the final agreement value based on specific techniques that use the candidate
values only. 
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Fig. 1: Group consensus deviation for the GP function and for competing functions.

On the other hand, the GP method searched for the value that have minimum distant to each candidate
values. GP selected a value and calculates the total deviation degree for that value and selects another value
and calculates its deviation degree and so on. Finally GP selected the final value that has less deviation among
the selected testing values. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work:
Considering the VO participant goals in selecting final agreement value is the key to our solution. This

is achieved by the GP agreement function and ensures better satisfaction for the entire VO participants. In
group consensus, the participants propose differently and may have highly variable values related to an
agreement. Thus, GP agreement function was proposed to find the solution that best satisfies those participants
by minimizing the gap between the final selected value and each candidate values. This makes the VO
participants more satisfied and encourage them to collaborate in the VO environment. 

Our proposed agreement function offers a new framework that can solve agreement problems and lead to
improved satisfaction levels. In the future, we intend to extend our approach to support the calculation of
participant rankings to prioritise relevant participant goals according to their attributes. 
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